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I. PHẦN TRẮC NGHIỆM ( 5 điểm) 

<g3>                                

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs 

from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

Question 1. A. mirror B. sticky C. gift D. bride 

Question 2. A. ceremony B. careful C. standard D. service 

<g3> 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs correction 

in each of the following questions. 

Question 3. Viet Nam has become one of the more popular destinations for foreign tourists in Asia. 

A. has become B. more C. destinations D. tourists 

Question 4. Nam, that didn’t take any extra classes, got the highest score in the maths exam. 

A. that B. any  C. got D. maths  

<g3> 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 5. Joining the WTO has helped Viet Nam promote its economic growth. 

A. improve B. reduce C. discourage D. harm 

Question 6. Women will be exhausted if they have to cover both jobs at work and at home. 

A. very relaxed  B. very pleased C. very tired  D. very happy 

<g3> 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word that differs from the other three in the position of the 

primary stress in each of the following questions. 

Question 7. A. concentrate B. condition C. confession D. conclusion 

Question 8. A. pronunciation B. environmental C. opportunity D. communication 

<g3> 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to 

the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 9. Online learning may not be effective if students have problems with the Internet.  

A. Face – to – face B. Traditional C. Blended D. Modern 

Question 10. UNDP has done a lot to help developing countries reduce poverty. 

A. famine B. difficulty C. shortage D. wealth 

<g3> 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable response to complete 

each of the following exchanges. 

Question 11. “I'd like to be a police officer like my mother.” – “___________” 

A. That's not true.                                                     B. I couldn't agree more. C. You're wrong.                                                 D. You're welcome.  

Question 12. A:  “________to join me for this week's charity walk?” 

B: “Ah, that sounds good, but I'm really busy this week. Next time, perhaps?” 
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A. You want B. You like                        C. Would you like D. You would like 

<g2> 

Read the passage and circle the best answer A, B, C or D to complete it. 

Gender roles that are created in childhood may permeate throughout life and help to structure parenting 

and marriage, especially in relation to work in and outside home. (####)_________the increasing 

number of women in the labor force (N), women are still responsible (####) ________the majority of 

domestic chores and childcare. While women split their time between work and care of the home, men 

in many societies are pressured into being the primary (####) ___________supporter of the home. 

Despite the fact that different households may divide chores more evenly, there is evidence supporting 

the fact that women have retained the primary caregiver role within familial life despite contributing 

economically to the household. This evidence suggests that women (####) ____ work outside the home 

often put an extra 18 hours a week doing household or childcare related chores as opposed to men who 

average 12 minutes a day in childcare activities. 

Question 13. A. However B. Although C. Despite D. Because 

Question 14. A. in B. on C. at D. for 

Question 15. A. economic B. economy C. economist D. economical 

Question 16. A. which  B. who  C. whose                          D. what 

<g3> 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the following 

questions. 

 Question 17. The government has done a lot to promote gender ___________ in education and healthcare. 

A. gap                          B. distance     C. roles D. equality 

Question 18. Viet Nam is a member of many international _______. 

A. businesses                       B. communities C. programmes D. organisations 

Question 19. Viet Nam has participated _________many UN activities including peacekeeping since 1977. 

A. in B. on C. for D. with 

Question 20. The WTO is the world's largest international ______________ organisation. 

A. economy                   B. economic C. economical             D. economist 

Question 21. In _________learning, students may have face – to – face discussions, take online tests and 

submit homework online. 

A. blended    B. modern   C. traditional       D. normal 

Question 22. Women should _________ the same salaries as men for doing the same jobs.  

A. have given     B. be given                  C. to give D. gives 

Question 23. Mount Everest is ________ mountain on the Earth. 

      A. the tallest B. the taller C. tall D. tallest 

Question 24. Pain killers are much ________ now than in the past. 

A. effective B. more effective C. most effective D. the more effective 

Question 25. The book ________ she wrote 10 years ago has just been published. 

A. who B. whom C. that D. whose 

II. PHẦN TỰ LUẬN ( 5 điểm) 

<#g0> 

Listen and fill each blank with only ONE WORD or A NUMBER. (1pt)  

Question 1. In 1945, representatives of 50 countries met in San Francisco at the United Nations 

Conference on International ___organisation/ organization_____to approve the United Nations Charter. 

Question 2. The United Nations was established on 24 October 1945 by ____51_______ countries. 

Question 3. Today, about ____190_________nations in the world belong to the UN. 
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Question 4. Decisions on important matters, such as international peace and security, new member 

admissions, the UN budget and the budget for ___peacekeeping____________, are decided by two-

thirds majority. 

<g1> 

Read the passage carefully, and then answer the questions below. (1.5pts) 

Etalk is a company that makes learning software in England. Their Onebillion project has recently 

become popular, especially since their maths learning app was able to improve children's maths 

knowledge in Malawi in just eight weeks. 

“Onebilion” gets its name from “the aim of  reaching one billion children”. This is almost the 

number of children who don't have the chance to go to school, according to the founder of Etalk. Primary 

education was free in Malawi in 1994, and the sudden increase in student registration has put much 

pressure on the country's education system. There are many great benefits of educating children in 

developing countries. For example, women tend to have fewer and healthier kids, and have more chance 

to become part of the economy if they learn the basic skills right at primary level. In Malawi, a girl has 

more than 5 children on average, and it doesn't continue now. 

In the Onebillion project, children are divided into groups of  25 or even 50. They are then taken 

to a special classroom called Oneclass where they spend half an hour every other day with the device. 

Each day ten or twelve children can use one tablet. An international volunteer controls the Oneclass and 

there is an online teacher who guides the children through the app. Participating in Oneclass, all children 

can learn at their own pace and make good progress in their study. 

Question 5. What is Etalk? 

→ ………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Question 6. When was primary education free in Malawi?  

→ ………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Question 7. What will women have if they learn the basic skills right at primary level? 

→ ………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Question 8. How much time do children spend every other day in Oneclass? 

→ ………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Question 9. Who guides the children in Oneclass? 

→ ………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

<g1> 

Complete the following sentences with a suitable form of the given word. (1 pt)  

Question 10. Many schools put computer skills into their programmes to __prepare___________ 

students for the future. (PREPARATION)  

Question 11. Recent changes to Viet Nam’s economy has helped the country attract more 

foreign___investors__________. (INVEST)  

<g1> Rewrite the following sentences without changing their meaning, using the given words. (1.5pts) 

Question 12. Parents should give children a lot of love.  

→ Children.....should be given a lot of love by parents 

................................................................................................................................... 

Question 13. The black car is cheaper than the red car. 

→ The red car is more......expensive than the black car 

................................................................................................................. 

Question 14. The student is from China; he sits next to me in the English class. (Using one of relative 

pronouns who, which, that or whose) 

→ The student ...who/ that sits next to me in the English class is from China 

................................................................................................................................ 

Question 15. You must keep dogs outside shops. 
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→ Dogs.....must be kept outside shops 

.......................................................................................................................................... 

Question 16. No one in my class is as tall as Tam. 

→ Tam is the ...tallest (person/ student) in my class 

................................................................................................................................... 

--The end-- 

 

 


